PRO DUC T SH E E T

Deploy By Shiftgig
Overview:

How It Works:

We understand that building, managing, and retaining

Shiftgig Deploy has three core applications that help you

your workforce can be challenging. But what if you could

power your workforce.

remove the friction from the complex process of filling
assignments? What if you could match your pool of talented

Operations Manager

workers to clients in an easy, scalable way? Deploy by

A web-based dashboard and administrator

Shiftgig can help.

view with the highest level of functionality on
the platform. Manage your workforce and their

Deploy is a powerful workforce engagement platform

profiles, monitor performance, and control

that uses sophisticated algorithms to match workers with

business-functions like timecards and orders.

assignments based on their skills and expertise.

Key Differentiators:

Business App
Made for your clients and on-site staff, our
business app and web interface give them

Opportunity & Empowerment

the option to place work orders, manage and

•

on worker performance.

Deploy gives workers the flexibility to select from a

communicate with workers, and provide feedback

variety of shifts that fit their schedule and skillset after
being interviewed and vetted by you.

Redeployment & Engagement
•

Our platform allows you to manage your workforce

Mobile Worker App
Our native mobile app gives workers the ability
to browse and claim shifts, provide feedback on
work, and clock-in and out with ease.

and encourages your workers to develop new skills to
expand their opportunities for more assignments.

Data & Analytics
•

Unlock metrics that matter to you and your clients with
pre-built dashboards and custom analytics.

We’re Worker-Centric:
We have a background in staffing but we’re rooted in
technology and workers are the center of our platform.
We built Deploy to empower workers while streamlining
your operations. By offering employment opportunities

Connect & Scale

and giving workers flexibility and choice, you’ll be building

•

Our open APIs allow you to easily integrate Deploy into

engaged. You’ll also be able to match the right worker to

your current technology stack and process flow.

the right assignment faster and easier than ever.

a worker-centric deployment platform that keeps them

Ready to see Deploy in action? Let’s get started.
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